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Linking Live Sheep and Carcass Data via RFID

Abstract
This project was undertaken to develop, test and report a system to monitor and track individual
carcasses in an abattoir from slaughter to the weigh station using radio frequency identification
(RFID) technology.

Existing abattoir carcass skids were fitted with high frequency RFID transponders. The sheep's
electronic identification (EID) eartag was read and associated to the skid RFID.
Weight and grade information was then associated to the individual sheep.
Suitable RFID technologies were investigated and it was found that high frequency (HF) was the
most appropriate frequency to use fortracking the skids in the abattoir as it did not interfere with the
low frequency (LF) EID eartags used in the sheep.
Trace-back and automatic matching of individual animals and their kill data is now possible on a
traditional nori-inverted chain.
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Executive Summary
Radio frequency identification (RFID) technology provides the opportunity to accurately track and
monitor individual sheep from farm to abattoir. The ability to monitor individual animal performance
provides opportunities to identify groups of animals that have similar traits and then apply better
management strategies to deal with those similarities. Historically abattoir feedback has provided
information on lines of sheep. The ability to gain carcass feedback on individual animals from the
abattoirs would add value to the changing on-farm management regimes. The potential threat from
exotic disease outbreaks has also increased the importance of being able to trace individual animals
from farm to abattoir. This project was undertaken due to the fact there was no tracking system
available for a sheep abattoir.
This project was able to demonstrate that a sheep electronic identification (EID) could be captured
within an abattoir environment and associated to a skid and gainbrel radio frequency identification
(RFID). This in turn links the individual sheep EID with its carcass information, Associated software
systems were developed to record the RFID information, track the carcass to the weigh scales and
record weight and fatfor each carcass,
The system was developed on a nori-inverted chain at Hillside Abattoir in Narrogin, Western
Australia. It was tested with the assistance of three Q lamb producers supplying lambs fitted with
EID eartags, to Hillside Abattoir. The EIDs of these lambs were successfully assigned to an RFID
embedded skid and gainbrel and the data was automatically captured at the weight and grade
station and recorded in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The key components of the system are
described below.

Recommended components:
. Skid RFID: 16mm@ Sokymat 161 13.56MHZ Logi-Tag laundry
transponders
. Gainbrel/skids -transponders injection moulded into existing plastic
abattoirskids by SCL
. FEIG MRIO, A 13.56MHz reader controller
. Electrocom IsCL Harsh environment, 20mm wide antenna

. Sheep EID Reader: Annex 134.2 kHz FDX-B and HDX with 3 amp
12 volt DC power supply
o Sheep EID Antenna: Direct contact modified Annex flexi-reader
encased in food grade HDPE
. Sheep EID Pre-read blocker: Controller & 2 x trippers

The principals of the tracking system can be adapted to most small animal abattoirs and is ready for
immediate implementation.

The supply chain from producer to processor stand to benefit from the traceability the system now
provides. Improvements in the feedback opportunities should add value to allthese sectors also.
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Background
, .,

Introduction

1.1, , Australian Sheep CRC Project 2.32
In 2003, Australian Sheep CRC Project 2.3.2 (Opportunities for use of individual animal identification
in sheep meat production) began investigations into the use of electronic identification (EID) in prime
lamb production systems. In collaboration with six Q Lamb producers, the performance of feedlot
lambs were monitored on farm and this data was linked to carcase data at slaughter at Hillside
Meats Abattoir, Narrogin W. A1nitially a manual tracking system was used to link the sheep EID with
the carcass. This was followed by the development of a portable radio identification (RFID) system
using a Symbol Pocket PC and an Allfiex blue tooth stick reader
Whilst this portable system worked wellit was recognised that an automatic system could provide
further benefits to the producer and processor. Hillside Meats abattoir owner, Peter Trefort was
interested in being able to track individual lambs or hoggets through the abattoir and link live animal
performance to carcass performance. No commercial system existed to do this. In consultation with
Stephen Harvey of Manurech Pty Ltd a draft project description was developed (Harvey 2004).

1.12 Project MLA SCT 005 Linking Live Sheep and Carcass Data via RFID
In 2005, the Sheep CRC and MLA commissioned a projectto complete the design of a tracking
system and install a demonstration system into Hillside Abattoir. Gerry Wind of Sunshine
Technologies was contracted to design and develop the hardware components, whilst Rob
Shepherd of Estock Systems developed the software and interface.
unilst a prototype system was installed there were a number of reliability issues with some of the
technology. This report describes the processes and issues encountered in developing the final
system to capture the individual EID of live sheep and relate that to a RFID embedded in a skid,
capture the weight and grade score of the carcass and provide this via computer software to the
processor and producer

,
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2 ProjectObjectives
2.1

Project Objectives

.~'I

^,

The objectives of this project were
. To install a RFID tracking system within the Hillside Abattoir, in order to transfer ID from a
sheep eartag to the skid/gainbrelcarrying the carcase and have this information read and
available for integration with weight and fat data at the carcass measuring station in the
abattoir

. To document the process of installing the RFID technology at Hillside Abattoir so that a
similar installation can be undertaken at other sheep and beef abattoirs.

3 Methodology
3.1 Development Process
The process used to develop the carcass tracking system involved a number of steps. These
included:

. System design (hardwareand software)
. Prototypeinstallation
. Systemtesting
. Development and implementation of system improvements
3.2 Keylssues
Key hardware and software issues that needed to be addressed included
Identification of the appropriate RFID frequency
.

.

Identificationof theappropriateRFIDtransponders ,< y

Identification of the most appropriate option for installation of RFl into
IdentificationandtestingofgambrelRFIDreader. '
. Installation of trippers to detect nori-readable RFIDs at initial reader station and weigh scales.
. Positioning of readers at crucial points on the chain
. Development and installation of AVR micro-controller to interface with the trippers
. Development, siting and testing of EID eartag reader
. Development of software to allow recording of RFIDs and checking of sequence issues.
o Development of a programme to use the tripper event, RFID read and SASTEK printer
capture to associate the animal EID with the SASTEK body number.
o Fine-tuning of weigh station data recording with positioning device for accurate read.
. Installation of cabling to allow connection between readers and office data logging computer.
.
.

\
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4 Results and Discussion
The project was able to demonstrate the concept of reliably capturing a live sheep RFID earlag and
correlating this to its carcass body number and associated carcass data recorded at the weigh
scales.

The project identified the appropriate equipment to installin an operating abattoir environment. The
criteria considered was such that the equipment had to:
o be installed with as little disruption to the operation of the plant as possible,
. be available commercially at the end of the trial. and
. be able to withstand the operating conditions within the abattoir over an acceptable period of
time - i. e. withstand the wet and humid environment and washing regimes including the
caustic wash and possible mechanical damage,
Diagram I shows a schematic floor plan of Hillside Abattoir and the location of various key
components,

Diagram I. Hillside Abattoir Floor Plan
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The final recommended components are shown below.
.

Recommended hardware components:
.

. Skid RFID: 16mm^ Sokymat161 13.56MHZ LogiTag laundry transponders
. Gainbrel/skids - transponders injection moulded into existing plastic (acetyl) abattoir skids by

'I

SCL

. Sheep EID reader: Allfiex 134.2 kHz FDX-B and HDXwith 3 amp 12volt DC power supply
. Sheep EID Antenna: Direct contact modified Allfiex flexi-reader encased in food grade HDRE
. Sheep EID pre-read blocker: AVR (PLC) controller and proximity trippers

-J

The demonstration system at Hillside uses software that accesses the carcass data from the
SASTEK data logging printer. It is recommended that the system be linked directly to the existing
software framework. This will be possible after the upcoming SASTEK system upgrade at Hillside.
Details on the development of each of the hardware and software components are described in the
discussion below
-,

4. ,

Eartag EID Reader and Antenna

^*

41.1 EID Animal Reader- Controller

An Annex 134.2kHZ FDX-B I HDX panel reader controller, coupled with
various antenna derivatives was tested to read the animal's EID ear tag
before head removal
The reader controller is a standard Annex unit and was wall mounted in a

harsh environment stainless steel cabinet complete with its own 3 amp 12volt
DC power supply. The original power supply was rated at 2amps butthis was
riot sufficient for continuous operation with the antennas under development.
The reader was originally connected to the host computer by RS422. This

^.

was changed to RS323 when the re-read blocker was installed

4.1.2 EID eartag Reader- Antenna
Hillside abattoir has very little background RF interference. The main chain is hydraulically driven so
there are no van-speed motors to create interference. The High Voltage (800 volt) carcass electro-

stimulation unit appears not to cause any issues with the RF readers,
An underlying problem with reading earlag EIDs is the distance between the animals versus the
read range of the antenna. Earlier antennas had a read range of over 1000mm in all directions, while
the animals are only 900mm apart. This would not be a problem if allthe animals were fitted with an

EID and all were either FDX or HDX. As neither system is anti-collision*"' the best oriented EID
blocks the read of any other tags in the read-field. The problem arises when the animal in front of the
reader does not have an EID or it is a different duplex to the next animal. There is therefore no
blocking effectfrom the tag in front of the reader and the next animal can be read instead or as well.
A similar situation arose with poor orientation of the tag in front of the reader coupled with a perfect
orientation of the next EID.
*(I) Anti-co"ISIon is a system more commonly used with HF where the RFID leader can read alithe RFID
transponders in the read range of the antenna. As each RHO is read it goes quiet so it does not coll^^e with
the nextand allowsitto be read
Page 9 of 38
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The Original Annex abattoir
antenna was designed to read
ruinen bolus as well as ear EIDs.

A curved leading edge was added
to stop homed animals catching
the antenna. This original antenna
worked too well, with a read range
of up to 1000mm,
However it was still possible to
miss the occasional animal due to

a perfect orientation of the
previous or next animal blocking
the read of a poorly orientated
animal in front of the reader.

Swinging carcasses also posed a
problem, as the OScillating carcasses

11

would come in and out of orientation

with the reader. A temporary stainless
steel guard was added to stop the
carcasses swinging.

It successfully stopped the carcasses swinging however
AQIS was concerned about shorter animals dragging their

feet along the top of it, leading to possible contamination
Issues.

The steel guard was then replaced with a curved guard
made out of 2 sheets of food grade HDPE sandwiched
around a layer of aluminium foil. The foil was designed to
block the next carcass EID. Initial trials with foil wrapped
around cardboard appeared to reduce the pre-reads of
EIDs. The guard was very successful but the foilinterlay
proved ineffective.
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When the animal pushes between them they become parallel and re-tune to about 0.95amps and
read the EID while in contact with the animal. The antennas then return to the closed state and once

again de-tune.
4.1.3 EID Pre-read Blocker

The de-tuning of the antenna is only part of the solution to solving the pre-read of EID issue. A preread blocking unit has been developed that intercepts the serial output data from the Annex reader
before it is sentto the host recording system,
The pre-read blocker
has

two

sensors

Read-Block

Read-Enable Tripper

Tripper

, ,. 111, ..

(trippers) mounted in

.: 1.1
c,

contact with the chain.

They are triggered by
the metal blocks that

,

,/

push the skids along the
rail. Both the readenable and read-block
are
slide
trippers

mounted so they can be

adjusted to adapt to any
read-block combination.

The first or 'read-enabling' tripper is placed after the HF skid reader where the animals head first
comes in contact with the closed and therefore deruned Annex flexi-readers,

The second 'read-blocking' tripper is
Read Enabled

set to trip before the flexi-antennas

Read-Blocked

reach full power as the animal pushes
between the flaps. This has allowed us
to achieve a 150mm read window and

a 750mm read buffer from the nexl

animal as the skids are spaced 900mm
apart on the chain.
The serial output port of the Annex
reader is connected to the input port of
the pre-read blocker. An optical

isolator circuit and separate power
supply had to be used as the Annex
reader would riotread when connected

directly to the pre-read blocker.
Page 12 of 38
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The Annex reader reads every EID earlag that comes into range. It must be set to send every read
mode otherwise it will miss most of the animal EID's during the read-block cycle. Other people have
tried de-powering the Annex reader or stopping the exciter circuit, butthis may result in the animal's
EID being missed due to the delay as the reader powers back up.
The pre-read blocker continually monitors the serial output of the AIMex reader and ignores all data
untilthe animal is between the two trippers and directly in contact with the flexi-antennas. The EID is
then analysed to make sure ms a valid number and not a re-read of a previous animal. The pre-read
blocker then sends the new EID only once to the Host computer.

4.1.4 Abattoir procedural changes at the earlag reader site
Although the tracking system has been installed at Hillside with the objective of being as least
intrusive as possible, some procedural changes are inevitable,
Initially with the large Allflex antenna carcass orientation was riot an issue. Now the new antenna is
subject to a limited read opportunity, orientation has become important. Most observations on the kill
floor showed the carcass's entered the reader head first. Adjustments to the pre-read trippers were
made to cater for this. There is one operator that appears to have no control over which way the
carcass leaves the leg liter, and therefore the carcass can enter the reader in any orientation. If it
enters feet first, the signal is blocked before the ears come in contact with the reader, and the animal
EID can be missed.

A procedure needs to be putin place to instructthe leg lifter to place the carcass head firsttowards
the reader. The system can be adjusted to go feet firstif all operators wish this to be the case
4.1.5 Alternative Antenna - Annex Multi-coil Antenna

Priorto achieving a good EID earlag read result with the current contact antenna Annex had begun
the development of a potential alternate directional antenna. It is designed around a multi-core

sequential-read directional cylindrical antenna. This antenna has a short read range and may have
been an alternative EID earlag reader in a low RF noise plant
Another tracking system is being planned forthe inverted chain abattoir of Peel Valley Exporters Pty.
Ltd. at Tamworth. A site survey has however found that this antenna would not be appropriate due
to the high amount of RF (radio frequency) noise in the plant.
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4.1.6 Testing the EID earlag reader
A system fortesting the Aimex EID reader and antennas was developed using a protocol of 3EID Miss one - 3EID sequence. The EID earlags are a mixture of HDX and FDX from various
manufacturers. This sequence immediately shows up any mis-reads or pre-reads.
Yachting clips are used to temporarily
attach EID tags to animals. The clips are
either clipped to an existing ear tag or
slipped overthe ear.

.^.

Above is an example of the yachting clip

along with an Annex HDX, Annex FDX-B
and a Leader FDX-B. This system allows
easy testing of equipment during
development, Once the system is working
correctly, animals that have been tagged
prior to entry to the abattoir can be tested.
4.1,7 Constraints

The Issue of the 'pre-read' of EID tags, especially when the animal in front of the reader has no EID
or a FDX EID tag and the following tag Is a HDX EID tag has finally been resolved The modified
A1mex 'Flexi-antenna' combined with the pre-read blocking circuit now completely eliminates all prereads,
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4.2 GainbrelSkidTransponders
4.21 Transponders

a) The original proposal from Sunshine Technologies was to use passive dual frequency
transponders attached to the gainbrel skids. However testing the Annex reader in the vicinity
of the duel frequency reader completely blocked the LF part of the dualfrequency reader.
by To avoid any further conflict with the LF EID tags and readers used with the sheep high
frequency (, 3.56MHz) was chosen forthe skid transponders.

c) A transponder developed fortracking clothing in laundries made by Sokymat was chosen to
track carcasses. It is a Sokymat, 61 13.56MHZ LogiTag that is 16mm in diameter and 3mm
thick at its deepest point.

d) LogiTags have a high tolerance to heat and are encased in a plastic that is meant to be
impervious to acids and bases and petroleum.

Unprotected, the caustic solution from the wash eventually penetrated the outer casing of the
LogiTags causing the transponders to slowly failovera period of six months.
This problem was overcome by encapsulating the transponders by injection moulding them into
the skids. (see 4.2.2)

42.2 Attachment of HF transponders to GainbrelSkids
Original LogiTag Location

Glued caps

Hillside abattoir use ITW-Fastek black acetyl skids
and gainbrels throughout the abattoir. The animal
still has its head attached when the carcass is

placed on the gainbrel after the firstlegger.
4.2,2.1 Initially Sunshine Technologies attached
the LogiTags to the centre of the skids by gluing
them in a countersunk hole. Approximately 250
skids were initially fitted with transponders. These
failed immediately with some of the LogiTags
being ejected at each location where a load was
put on the skid. A number of skids also snapped
through the countersunk hole.
4.2.2.2 To overcome the weakness caused by

the countersunk hole a number of options were
trialled. An acetyl cap was machined to hold the
chip to attach the LogiTag to the skid. Glue was
used to attach the cap to the acetyl skid at the
original position, but it failed to hold under the
flexing of the skid. The cap was then heat welded
to the skid in the original position, This held the
caps under flexing but some skids broke upon
leaving the chillers.

Cap & LogiTag

HealWelded Cap & LogiTag
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Testing of the skids indicated that some would snap like a carrot wilst others were unbreakable. This
was due to the variations in the original moulding process causing the skids to behave slightly
differently. Although allthe skids were made of black acetyl, there was a great variation in the colour
of shavings when you drilled a hole in the skid,
4.2.2.3 The caps were then welded lower on the triangle
section of the skid. As the skid does riot flex at this point, the

LogiTags were glued in a 4mm deep a countersunk hole.
The gluing technique involved priming the skid with Loctite
707 primer, When this dried the hole was flooded with Loctite
406 glue and the chip pressed into place. It was then
immediately dusted with baking soda to setit solid.

Machining 16mm hole to glue LogiTag

1700 skids were fitted with LogiTags using this method. The system worked wellinitially, however it
was discovered that the daily hot causticwash was slowly permeating the LogiTags. An audit of'live'
skids after 6 months operation highlighted that a number of transponders had limited reads or had
failed completely. A daily audit was added to the monitoring software and the failing chips could be
observed on a daily basis.

SCL RatrofitlTW

ITW Sonic Cap

Drilled & Glued
InV skid
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ITVV Sonic Cap

SCL Ratrofit ITW

4.2.2.4. , Three companies were
approached for a solution to the
problem. Two companies came up
with potential solutions. ITIN-Fastek
the company that manufactures the
skids and gainbrels in use at
Hillside came up with new idea of
welding a cap over the chip, We
pointed out the issues we had
previously with welding acetyl and
they said that as they were using a
sonic welding process the skid
should riot be affected, There were

two issues with this solution. Firstly
they could not get the caps to seal
completely so the LogiTags were
potentially exposed to the caustic
wash. Secondly as predicted some
of them broke after leaving the
chillers. Iru-Fastek are developing
a new fully moulded skid. This
product should be available in the

Damage in chillers
to sonically welded

second halfof2007.

4.2.2.4.2 The second company SCL (System Controls Limited) supplied a retro-fitted Iru-Fastsk
skid. SCL had routed a reverse dovetail hole into the top section of the skid where there is no flexing

and injection moulded the LogiTag into place. The process fully encapsulated the LogiTag in an
impervious plastic and held in place by the dovetailjoint. 1420 skids have been injection moulded
with transponders. 400 more are being fitted
The SCL retro-fitted injection moulded skids are currently the recommended solution forthe tracking
system,
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4.3

Skid RFID Readers and Antennas

4.3. I RFIDReaders

The original HF 13.56MHz was supplied by Sunshine Technologies. It was single unitthat had the
antenna, read controller and serial interface all mounted on the one printed circuit board (PCB). This
was housed in a standard mounting box. The output of this unit was RS485 (Hex) and connected to

the host system via a 4 port RS485/USB hub. The system was a development kit and was supplied
with a demonstration programme. Communication to the readers was through an 'Ingot' that has
limited programmable flexibility and embedded in the main programme.

The continual contact of
the skids on the reader

face was wearing away
the reader cover.

Intermittent reads and

limited read range
caused problems with
reliable data capture.

^

Original Sunshine Technologies HF reader at the Weigh Station

To protect the HF reader from the harsh
environment the reader was encapsulated in plastic

(by SCL). The plastic used is very hard wearing and
is used in the mining and farming industries in highly
abrasive situations. The encapsulation

was

successful but did riot address the limitation of the

read range of this HF reader.

SCL Encased SunshineTechnologies
HF reader on the Kill Floor
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4.3.2 CarcassDetection

Each HF RFID reader has a carcass detection tripper to indicate the arrival of a new carcass.
The tripper forms a series offurictions;these are:
, signify the arrival of the new carcass
o finalisethe previous record
. checkthe functionality of the skid RFID
4.3.2.1 Tripper on kill floor
The killfloor tripper detects the arrival of the new carcass and clears the previous record. If the
previous skid RFID did notread. the host system records it as a failed skid. The new record is date
time stamped,
4.3,2.2 Tripper at the Weigh Station
The weigh station tripper also detects the arrival of the new carcass.
The previous record is updated and cleared. The carcass stopper(see Section 4.4) is activated to
preventthe next carcass entering the scales.
AIMex Read-Enable Tripper
A1mex read-Block Tripper

Carcass
Detection

Tripper
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4.4 Wei h Station Carcass Stopper
At the weigh station there is considerable difference between operators and the ability of the tracking
system to match up the kill data to the correct carcass. Ironically the better operator caused more
errors with data match up than the slower operator. This was caused by the fast operator entering
the fat-depth and capturing the weight, and before the printer printed the ticket he would have
removed the old carcass with his left hand and slid the new carcass into place with his right hand.
This would trip the hook tripper; finalising the record and read the new hook RFID before the data

came through from the printer. As far as the tracking system was concerned, the data belonged to
the new sheep. This will be less of a problem when the carcass tracking is an integral part of the
abattoir software.

To preventthe possible mix up of data a pneumatic
hook stopper was developed, The hook stopper is
activated by the carcass detection tripper. Initially it
was installed to prevent the carcass leaving the
scales untilthe carcass ticket was printed. This was

annoying to the weigh-station operator, as the delay
on the print is about 3 seconds, and it made no
difference to the accuracy of the record if the
carcass had left the scales.
*

The hook stopper was re-located to the entry of the
weigh station so it stops the carcasses before
entering the tripper and RFID reader. This now
allows the carcass on the scales to be removed and

prevents the next carcass entering untilthe ticket is
printed and therefore the record is updated. As soon
as the ticket has been printed the stopper releases,
allowing the next carcass to enter the scales. As
soon as the tripper senses the presence of the
carcass the stopper resets and prevents the entry of
the next carcass.

The hook stopper can also be set to check the
functionality of the HF chip in the skid, If the skid
fails to read the hook stopper can be setto prevent

the next carcass entering the scales untilthe current
skid is dealt with.

^

Q.

The hook stopper control unit is mounted on the frame of the SASTEK
computer and there are two lights that indicate the status of the HF read
and the print event. When the carcass trips the detector the controller
activates the stopper and both lights go on, When the skid RFID is read
the EID light goes off. When the printer prints the label, the print light goes
out and the stopper releases the carcass. The switch on the left is used to
override the RFID checker.

Operator procedural changes need to be implemented to use the hookstoper
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4.5 Computersystem and Software
4.51 Carcass Tracking Programme
To link the carcass data that SASTEK computer system records with the sheep EID and carcass

RFID, a linking programme was developed. The Carcass Tracking Programme was developed by
Estock Systems. It is written in open source VBA (Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications) and is
embedded in a standard Microsoft Excel spread sheet. Although this is notthe recommended setup

for a commercial system, this was ideal forthe proof a concepttrial. All data captured is visible in an
excel spread sheetin realtime. (See diagram 4.5.3.4 pg 28)
The carcass tracking programme is run on a host computer at Hillside Abattoir. This computer is a
2GHZ IBM compatible PC running Windows XP and Microsoft Office 2003. It is located in the QA

office that is adjacent to the boning room alongside the SASTEK computer and logging printer. It has
two high speed hard drives (HD), one containing the host programme and primary data record and
the second HD contains a backup data log of all data.
Alithe killfloor and weigh station equipment is connected by data cable to host computer system. A
combination of serial RS232, RS422 and RS485 data links are used. The RS232 links are via PCI
cards and the RS485 links are through a four port RS485 to USB hub
AVR controllers (similar to a PLC) are used to monitor the equipment at each location and
communicate with the host system.

The SASTEK system is a pre 2000 system and did not allow easy access to the data collected at the
weigh station. This is riot an issue with later versions of SASTEK. Data is therefore intercepted as is
sent to the data logging printer in the QA office. This data is then processed to retrieve the individual
carcass number along with hot carcass weight, fat depth, regrade information and cypher and
destination. This data is then recorded againstthe skid number an earlag EID if present.
4.5.2 Data capture process
4.5,2.1 KillFloor

Each data transaction is recorded on the excel spread sheet and is date time stamped (DTS) to
allow trace back and data verification, Each animal is recorded on a new line on the spread sheet,
A new record is started by the carcass detection tripper being activated (Diagram 4.5.3.1a pg 23).
This trip eventfinalises the previous record and inserts a new line with a DTS forthe new record. If
the skid has an active RFID chip attached, the RFID number is recorded along with a DTS (Diagram
4.5.3.1b pg 24). The pre-read blocker will preventthe earlag EID from being sent untilthe carcass is
in the ideal location to be read (see 4. ,. 3 pg 13). Ifthere is a earlag EID, this is recorded on the
spread sheet againstthe skid RFID along with a DTS. The next carcass trip eventthen finalises this
record. A skid RFID and or animal EID can also initiate a record ifthe carcass detection tripper fails.
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4.5,3 Flowcharts
Flowchart 4.5.3. ,a
01.91. in I.

Prepared by Rob Shepherd a Ian MeFarl. rid

Hillside Abattoir Tracking System

3, January 2007

Reader # I on slaughter floor (Page, )
N

I. the tripp, r working?

Y

We'rec"d c"red

N

R"Drd . hook fail
cumin. nt and
d"e & time

Rep. .IRFID road Y

N
Cat's, doltsl

hip event

Hook Ir^.

Y
Create new record

W" then a

pre, toll, HF RFID

Y

HookRFID
read

Skid HF re"

81,001nn, n, of fib
record Dot. & Uric

N

N

Flowchart 4.5.3.1a Flow chart of the equipment on the Hillside killfloor at the first reader. (adjoins 4.5.3.1b on next page)
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Flowchart 4.5.3. ,b

Di. ,min Ib

Hitside Abattoir CarcassTracking System
Reader #, on slaughter floor(Page2)
" go .:,. t, may b. .
PIO. .d @1n. ,, Deerd
Hold urn. n. ,Ir. .d or

Tripper bled

E. "., EID

Cr, .I, n. w, ,cord

READ
ECnt

at beginning o1 in.

1.9 .rid v. ,, y'

R"ord 0.10& 11n.

Hlgh, ghirec"d blue
Add earl. , EID

N

on a
Dale& Urn.

Record .I. ". d
Y
, EID bj. nk

to neo, d

* Add, EID 10
11,110 eh. ek I"
r, r. .d

to Ih. A1".. ,..,.,
R. .. En. b. d
Y

N
Roeo, d SLld RFID
and con & 11n.

A1bw r. .d "

Ch"k fu .,.. d

.a. .g EID

at .. I ,I. .pEID

E. .., EID

E. rl. , EID

Re. den. b. ,

Re" aloek. a

fro Event

Trip Ev. nt

Y

Y

E. rug EID
v"IC ?

N

Flowchart4.5.3. ,b. Second halfofflow chart ofthe equipment on the Hillside killflooratthe firstreader. (cont. from previous page)
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Flowchart 4.5.3.2
D, Gol'in

Prepared by Rob SMPherd & Ian Me Fall. rid

Hillside Abattoir Tracking System

February 2007

Reader # 4 at weigh station

Turn. on
ACl". to,

Hook 1,111ghl

.tripper

a

Cr. .I. n" roco, d
.I end o1 in.
us. RFiD , NF

S".. d. Ia on

BCP. .10 shoot
ino10.18 CIO. r,

,rt, ,j 1.1 lion,

Y

N
Hook eh"k, r

coghnlnO
clayd,

N

cheek for
b. nk ,. cord

on

N
S. ., ch fib
mrs. Id RFID

Y

RFiD found
Y

CIO. r pia"u,
Do Id On

N

S^n. 110 hook

Turn off
hook a.

chock"

screen

Ch. ek for .40.6
alla. I RFID

I ,hi

Insert
mm. , 0010
Y

rig"n . neond

Y
P, ritev. ni

HF Skid
read

Hooktr, . N

1.00. now charq

Flowchart 45.3.2. The HF Skid reader and Hook checker at the weight & grading station.
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Flowchart4.5.3.3a
Dingnm Ia

PnP. ,co by Rob Shepheid a Ian MeFarl. .d

side Abattoir Tracking System

Fob, u ary 200 7

Print Event (Page I)

PIht. "n,
., GASTEK
Prhl. r

Proc. ,. d. I.
"Qin PrhlE. nt

record

Ch. ck lei
rin or W

PI

N

I'd. ,..

Y

b " .

."d upd. 10 rocO, d

V. lid

C h. ek 11,011d
Y
n. w record

he'dhg

mou nod

"

"

F, 10.8 Ignore

M. n"alW. .NG"d.
. ,.. Ich I. cold on body .

N

Ch. ek 11. IOUp Y
lop, 1.1

S. . Ich for

need by body,

Found record

by body
numb. r

Y

Up a. 10
E '31/1. g R o. 0rd

N

Obt. In grow. ,code
101 "u rib. r
Price on screen

In, ., I, n. . .cold
01 On a O I"b.
UseRHD INF
kml Cal.

Flowchart 4.5.3.3a. The data capture from data intercepted from the SASTEK logging printer.

(Adjoins 4.5.3.3b on next page)
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Flowchart 4.5.3.3b
Dl. grim

PnP". d by Reb Sri. ,h. r, , I. n ", F"I. .a

Hillside Abattoir Tracking System

,. b"." 2007

Print Event (Page2)

Non

F. d ... V .

wild record

.. ,,,.. n

Y

01, .."I co new

PI. e. now ,. I.

boa, , ?

on .crier

L, ,.. p ,.,,, d
on $8

RFID

Bench on

R, .d

RFID ,

N

Y

a. ."h un
body ,

and on 33
PI. e. , I. e. ,a 10 ,I. ,i, h,

C". t. nonr. ., 16
.t. rid, ,,.

U. . RHO INF
, klll d. ,.
Up d. t. R .acrid

H. .k Stopper

S .rid. print .. n. I

Reb. ... care. ..

to hook eh. ck. r

at .. b.

' Flowchart 4.5.3.3b. Continuation of the data capture from data intercepted from the SASTEK logging printer. (Continued from 4.5.3.3a)
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Diagram 4.5.3.4
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Diagram 4.5.3.4 A screen capture from the Excel spread sheet on the Carcass Tracking System computer in the QA Office. Skid
(Hook) number is in column B, the animal EID is in column D and the captured SASTEK body number is in column M. Fat depth is in
Column Q and carcass hot weightis in column V. This spreadsheetis updated in realtime during slaughter.
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4.54 Future tracking system components
4.54. , AQIS inspection station
The original system was designed to have a terminal at the AQIS inspection station to record retain
and condemn information. A HF reader was installed in this position and initially monitored passing
skids. Discussion with AQIS staff deemed it inappropriate to install a terminal at this location as it
would impede on their operations.

45.4.2 Entry to retain rail
The entry to retain rail was planned to be automated in the future. It was envisaged that carcasses
identified at the AQIS station for retention would automatically enter the retain rail
The location was used to test the alternative HF skid readers, Reads at this location could be

verified against reads on the killfloor and the weigh station
45.4.3 Exit of retain rail

The exit of the retain railis the ideal location to installthe regrade recording terminal. Plans have
been formulated for installation of this terminal in the future. A touch screen computer would record

this information againstthe skid RFID and forward it to the host computer system.
4.5.4.4 Beyond the weigh station and chillers
Recent results from a lean meat yield trial have indicated a reasonable correlation between carcass
lean meat yield and specific primal cuts. This provides the opportunity to value add the current
tracking system and track carcasses beyond the chillers into the boning room and to specific primal
cuts. At Hillside the leg pairs remain on their skid and gainbrel up to the point of processing.

\
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5 Success in Achieving Objectives
5.1 Success in Achieving Objectives
The project achieved the objectives of designing a tracking system for sheep carcasses within a
traditional non-inverted sheep abattoir. This project proved that it is possible to read individual sheep
earlag EID and correlate this to another RFID encapsulated in a gainbrel skid. The carcass remains
on this. skid to the weighing scales and beyond into the chiller or boning room enabling the relating of
carcass information to the live sheep EID. This allows identity of an individual sheep to be retained
throughoutthe abattoirto load-out orthe point of carcass sectioning at the band saw.
The system design and components for reliable use in an abattoir have been documented for use in
other locations,

6 Impact on Meat and Livestock Industry - now& in five years time
6. , Impact on Meat and Livestock Industry - now & in five years time
Previously the sheep industry has been able to record and provide feedback to producers on the
carcass attributes of lots of sheep with no relationship of information to individual sheep. This project
allows for the immediate application of the proven system and its components into other sheep
abattoirs. Commercial suppliers of components have been identified and these have shown interest
in supply of both hardware and software components for installation in other abattoirs.
The Australian sheep industry is currently implementing a National Livestock Identification System
(NLIS) for Sheep and Goats. The current system is based on visually readable plastic tags and
movement documents. Ifthis system proves inadequate in meeting national traceability criteria set
down by Safemeat, the industry may consider implementing an electronic identification system for
sheep and goats. The system proven in this project would be appropriate if benefit:cost and
associated industry technology for tracking sheep on property and in saleyards proves similar
efficacy.
The system will allow abattoirs/processors to be able to track the performance of supplier's sheep or
lambs through their abattoir. This would allow improved feedback, for example progeny testing of
sires or groups of sires of known genetic merit. This may also encourage the use of individually
numbered RFID eartags in sheep or lambs supplied
Research to be conducted in the CRC for Sheep Innovation , to commence July 2007, will
investigate the potential for RFID to be retained on carcasses to the boning room band saw and then
potentially transferred via bar codes to indicator cuts to allow their measurement and prediction of
carcase yield and relative profitability between carcasses and between sites on carcasses.
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Conclusions

An electronic tracking system for sheep carcasses within a traditional nori~inverted sheep abattoir
has been achieved with the ability to read individual sheep earlag EID correlate this to another RFID

encapsulated in a gainbrel and to relate carcass information to the live sheep EID.
Forthe system to be attractive for other abattoirs to implement further research is needed into ways
in which the electronic tracing can be used to improve abattoir profitability. One such way may be to
develop or incorporate systems for estimating boning room yield, such as VIAscan @ or the
measurement of indicator cuts. Improved feedback systems may benefit both the processor and
producer

7.2 Recommendations

72.1 High Speed Abattoir
The Australian sheep industry, through MLA and the CRC for Sheep Innovation now need to test
and prove the same technology within a high speed inverted chain sheep abattoir.
72.2 Boning Room Yield
The Australian sheep industry, through MLA and the CRC for Sheep Innovation develop or
incorporate systems in conjunction with electronic carcass tracking, for estimating boning room yield,
such as VIAscan @ orthe measurement of indicatorcuts

7.2.3 FeedbackSystems
The ability to monitor individual animal performance on-farm and then link this with individual
carcase data in the abattoir could prove an important tool for improving profitability of both the
processor and producer. Feedback systems need to be designed to make the best use of the data
collected through the use of RFID technology
7.2.4 Promotion

MLA and the Australian Sheep CRC promote the results of this project to the Australian sheep
industry
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9 Appendices
9. , Appendix,
9.1. I DVD

Accompanying this report is a DVD to demonstrate the carcass tracking system at Hillside Abattoirin
Narrogin Wester Australia. @ Estock Systems 2007 this DVD may be reproduced and distributed
with acknowledgement of author

9.2 Glossary of Terms
AVR - Programmable micro-controller made by AtmeI(see PLC)
EID - ^:Iectronic IDentification earlags and ruinen bolus are used forthe identification of livestock,
In Australia a low frequency of 134.2kHz is used in two similar systems: FDX-B and HDX

*

FDX-B- EUll!^upIex. Full duplex transponders continuously communicate with the scanner,
simultaneously receiving and transmitting data. A FDX tag will riot transmit untilthere is sufficient
energy received from the transmitter. Uses Amplitude Shift Key (ASK) - similarto AM radio.
The device by which a carcass is suspended by the back legs for slaughter and
dressing in an abattoir. It is attached to the abattoir rail by a skid. (From Medieval Latin - 'gainba' Gainbrel

hoof or leg of animal)

11

HDPE - I^. Igh L!ensity E!o11y ^. thylene. A petroleum derived polyethylene thermoplastic. The Neutral
(white) grade is approved for use in the food industry. It is machinable and easily welded.

I

HDX -.!. alf!^upIe^. A HDX transponder receives a signal form the scanner and alternates between
transmitting and receiving at very high speed. The HDX transponder is equipped with a capacitor
that accumulates energy from the transmitter, As soon as there is enough energy the HDX tag
transmits. Uses Frequency Shift Key (FSK) - similarto FM radio
HF

I^igh Erequency. Radio Spectrum Frequency between 3 MHz and 30 MHz

Inverted chain - carcass held initially by rear legs, then allegs horizontally and then by the fore
hocks until evisceration. They are then returned to the rear leg suspension position

kHz - Isi10 (10')!,. ert^ measurement offrequency of signal in cycles per second.
LF - !, ow ^. requency. Radio spectrum Frequencies between 30 kHz and 300 kHz
. .,

MHz - Mega kilo (10') Hertz measurement offrequency of signal in cycles per second,
NLIS - National Livestock Identification System (NILS) is a system that has been developed to
enable lifetime traceability of Australian livestock in the event of a disease outbreak of food safety or
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residue contamination issue. NLIS Sheep & Goats is based on a system of visually read eartags
imprinted with the owner's brand registered to the property where the tag was applied.
NVD and Waybill- National Vendor Declaration is a document that producers use to declare
valuable information aboutthe food safety status of the livestock being sold and transported. Buyers
rely on the NVDNVaybillfor accurate information on the livestock purchased and processors rely on
the information to ensure only the safest food enters our food chain.
Optical isolator circuit - a device that is interposed between two systems to prevent one of them
from having undesired effects on the other, while transmitting desired signals between the systems
by optical means

PLC - E:rogrammable !, ogic ^20ntroller. A multiinput/output digital industrial programmable microcontroller, usually with non-volatile memory.

RFID -!^adjo Erequency IDentification refers to any device that responds to a radio frequency
RTV - silicon sealer-!^. coinLemperature y:u!canising sealer

Skids -The section which attaches the gainbrelto the overhead rail and 'skids' along it. The skids in
this case have been manufactured by ITW~Fastek. They are injection moulded black acetyl,
Traditional chain - animals dressed while hanging from the hind legs and remain in this posture
throughoutthe slaughter process

Transponder - an automatic device that receives amplifies and retransmits a signal on a different
frequency.
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9.3 Acknowledgements
This project could not have happened withoutthe encouragement and enthusiasm of the Hillside
plant owner Peter J. Trefort and his family. It was Peters unwavering faith that we could provide
individual carcass feedback to his Q Lamb members that kept the project alive. His objective is to
provide feedback to Q Lamb members on breed and bloodline differences in relation to carcass and
meat yield,

Hillside provided the electrician, maintenance staff and access to workshop for the initial install and
subsequent upgrades of equipment. The original project had no provision for software so Hillside
covered the cost of the development of the original Carcass Tracking programme.
The staff at Hillside have been amazing despite some inconveniences. Rex (Hillside's MCGyver) is
always there to construct another component or adapt an item to fit without once saying "you want
what?" Stevo who drilled, glued, pulled apart and re-assembled the skids and gainbrels manytimes.
The sparky, how he gotthe cables where he gotthem will go to his grave. Wayne at receivals, who
somehow managed to slot in our trial sheep in whenever we wanted to track them. Jacko and Ticko,
the floor bosses, went out of their way to make the project possible. If something wasn't rightthey
would diplomatically point it out and usually come up with a solution
Davo in the weight and grade area made things happen. He had a good understanding of what we
were trying to achieve and he knew who to ask. His help in some of the trial work was invaluable.
The administrative staff in the office deserve special thanks. There were numerous times we needed
to book a truckload of lambs forthe trial or chase down information, they were always there. Finally
Scotty, our little ray of sunshine on the scales. He was our 'Buster' (Myth Busters test dummy), if
there was a way of making the system fail Scotty could find it. And forthose who came in late, he
does actually speak.

Special thanks must go to Rod and Jenny Shaddick who EID tagged alltheirlambs from the 2006
drop and sent lambs through Hillside for us to monitor.
Reg Crabb from Q Lamb contributed a considerable amount of his valuable time and expertise. He
was always available and his support and advice was invaluable. Reg will be an integral part of the
feed back to Q Lamb growers and theirimplementation of the recommendation from the enhanced
information that will be provided.
Finally sincere thanks to the Sheep CRC and the Department of Agriculture and Food of Western
Australia (DAFWA)forthe support, guidance and funding of the project.
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9.4 Pro^Ct Participants and Contacts
Estock Systems
Rob Shepherd
Estock Systems
71A Anzac Road,
Mount Hawthorn, WA 6016
Mobile: 0427 471 097
Email: robshe herd

Hillside Abattoir

PeterTreforl(snO
Hillside Meats

BoxselRoad,

Narrogin WA6312
Company Principal
Phone: (08) 9881-1016
Mobile: 0417 961 643
Email: hillm
wn.

coin au

Bill O'Halloran

Industry Leader, Sheepmeats
Division of Agriculture and Fisheries
NSW Department of Primary Industries
Armidale
Phone: 02 67 388505
Mobile: 0412 8168/1
Fax: 02 67 728664

Ian MCFarland
Development Officer

Department of Agriculture & Food WA
10 Doney St
Narrogin, WA 6312
Phone:(08) 988,0222
Mobile: 0428 942 757

Allflex
Patrick Gunston

Market Development Manager

Annex Australia Pty Ltd
33 Neumann Road, Capalaba, QLD, 4157
Phone:
Mobile:
Fax:
Email:

07 3245 9100
0418 724 445
07 3245 9110
unston
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SCL

Contact: David Wright
SCL systems, 505 Rosebank Road, Te Atatu, Auckland. NewZealand
Mobile: 0011 64 21 721 013
Email: davew@svstemcontrols co nz
Website: htlo. //WWW svstemcontrols co nz

Electro. coin

Haydon Lennard
RFID Systems Manager
Electro-Coin Pty Ltd
12 BastowPlace Mulgrave Vic 3170
Phone: 03 9535 0705
Fax: 03 9545 3315
Website: WWWelectrocom comau
Website: WWWrfidcom au

Email:hlennard electrocom. coma

Iru Deltar(Inn-Fastek)
Kent Ballan
8-12 Jacks Road

South Oakleigh
VIC 3167

Phone:(03) 9564 3229
Fax:(03) 9579 2862
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Abattoir Sheep Carcase Tracking System
Aim

The aim of the MLA SCT. 0005 project was to demonstrate a system linking live sheep carcase data via Radio
Frequency IDentification (RFID) on a traditional(nori-inverted) abattoir chain.
Background
Hillside Meats oarier Peter Trefort wanted to be able 10 monitor the performance of individual lambs supplied
to him by the producer members of the Q Lamb' alliance (see MLA supply chain case study #3/2005) so that
he could provide them with better feedback on carcase performance, The Q lamb alliance and Hillside Meats
have a very innovative partnership however feedback to supplierswas limited to individual carcase information
by lines of sheep only. Information could not be related to the individual live animal.
Project Development
An automatic sheep carcase tracking system was designed to enable individual live sheep fitted with

Electronic IDentification (EID) ear tags to be tracked throughout the abattoir and linked to their individual
carcase data.

The development and demonstration of the Carcase Tracking System (CTS) was supported by the Sheep

Cooperative Research Centre (Sheep CRC), Meat & Livestock Australia (MLA) and Hillside Meats at Narrogin
in Western Australia.

The system allows lambs tagged with EID eartags to be successfully assigned to a high frequency (HF) RFID
transponder embedded gainbrel which provides the traceability link from individual live animal to its carcase.
The carcase weight, fat depth and classification are captured at the carcase weighing station and linked back
to the live EID eartag. Feedback can then be provided to the producer on an individual animal basis.
The Australian sheep industry is currently implementing a National Livestock Identification System (NLIS) for

Sheep and Goats. The current system is based on visually readable plastic lags printed with a Property
Identification Code (PIC) and the use of movement documents. The RFID system demonstrated at Hillside has
the ability to relate the PIC(s)forthe mob of lambs or sheep to the individual gainbrel RFIDs.
There were a number of challenges faced in this project:
. Consistently reading electronic ear^gs at commercial speeds (200 - 600 carcaseslhr)
. Relating the animal earlag EID to the RFID inserted into the gainbrel
. Reading the gainbrel RFID at crucial traceability and information collection points on the chain, for
example the retain rail where the sequential order of carcases may change.
. Reading the gainbrel RFID at the weighing scales and relating carcase weight and fat measurement
back to the original live animal
o Transforrlng the carcase information to the office computer and ultimately to the grower
. Sourcing of equipment that operates consistently in the abattoir environment

7
Meat and Livestock Australia

Level1. 165 Walker SIreet. North Sydney, NSW 2060
Postal address: Locked Bag 991. North Sydney 2059
Tel: 02 9463 9333 Fax: 02 9463 9393 Free call: 1800 023 100
Email:
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Project Results
The carcase tracking system is designed to be used in
conjunction with both full duplex (FDX) and half duplex (HDX)
industry standard 134.2 kHz low frequency (LF) animal electronic
identification (EID) eartags, These are the EID eartags currently
being supplied to the sheep and cattle industries in Australia,
GainbrelTransponders

The existing plastic abattoir gainbrels were injection moulded
with high frequency (HF) RFID transponders by System Controls
Limited (SCL), a New Zealand company based in Auckland.
The 13.56 MHz HF transponder was chosen forthe gainbrels as

it is riot adversely affected by background radio frequency (RF)
noise created in the abattoir by van-speed motors, fluorescent
lights and carcase stimulation. The HF tracking system also does
not conflict with the LF EID eartags used in the animals.

I: SCL injection mouldedHF transponder on gainbrel
Sheep EID EarTag reader

The sheep on the abattoir chain are approximately 900mm apart,
and can be closer if they are swinging. This causes possible
misreading of sheep EID ear tags. To overcome this, a preread/post-read EID blocker was developed in conjunction with a
white Nitrile 'contact' Allflex flexi-antenna and Annex panel
controller. The flexi-reader panels are placed at 45' to each other
to de-tune and reduce the read range. As a carcase pushes

between the flexi-panels they re-tone, and proximity sensors
allow the earlag EID to be read by the pre/post EID blocker. The
pre/post EID blocker then checks the EID with a list of previous
EID's recorded and only sends the ID hilts a new one,
Assigning sheepeartag EID to gainbrelRFID
The killfloor gainbrel HF RFID reader and the animal LF EID

earlag reader are located in close proximity. A carcase detector
senses the presence of a carcase and initiates the record. The
gainbrel RFID is then recorded. Ifthere is an animal EID earlag
present, this identity number is added to the record.

_. . 9.9ri^^;%^:':,
^

^^^.^

2. AIMex animal EID white flexi-reader

panels located on the kill floor below

the HF RFID gainbrelreader

3. Killfloor Electrocom gainbrelHF RFID antenna and FEIG@rea er. Proximity sw'tohes fort e p of post{ead
blocker forthe A1ftex LF EID ader are also installed at this location.
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Retained Sheep
Occasionally carcases may need to be redirected on to a retain rail.
The retain reason needs to be recorded to address and rectify areas
of inefficiency in the supply chain. As all retained carcases are
trimmed to rectify the issue, there is a directloss of saleable product.
By accurately identifying the reason for retain and providing detailed
feedback, it's possible to reduce this costto the supply chain.

4. Retain Rail HF gainbrelieader

Any carcase entering the retain railis recorded on the system by a HF
gainbrel reader at the entry to the retain rail. The system was
designed to have a touch screen at the end of the retain rail to record
the retained reason. but at this stage it has riot been installed. The
inspector would only have to tap the screen to record a comment
against a carcase. Untilhe screen is installed, the comments are
manually entered at the weigh station. Only obvious retain reasons

^.

^,!-

can be recorded using the manual method.

Weight & Grade Station
At the weigh-scales a tripper detects
the arrival of a new carcase. finalising
the previous record and initiating the
new record. The HF transponder in

the gainbrelis read by an elongated
SCL HF antenna connected to a
FEIG@ HF reader.

The carcase weight, and Fat Depth
are
measurements and grades
captured by the existing (SASTEK)
computer system, When the carcase
labelis printed, data is transferred
between the tracking system and the

.

host system, The animal earlag EID is
then associated to its kill data and

made available to the grower.
5, SCL HF gainbrelreader at scales

6. Measuring fat depth at GR

Summary of system components:
. Gainbrel RFID:16mm^ Sokymat16, 13.56MHZ Logi-Tag laundry transponders

. Gainbrel-transponders in echon ino I e into existing plastic abattoir gainbrel skids by SCL
. Gainbrel RFID Reader: FEIG@ MRIO, A 13.56MHZ HF reader controller
. Gainbrel RFID Antenna: Electrocom or SCL Harsh environment 120mm wide antenna

o Sheep EID Reader: Annex 134.2 kHz FDX-B and HDX panelreader controller
. Sheep EID Antenna: Direct contact modified Annex flexi-reader constructed in food grade white Nitrite
rubber

. Sheep EID Pre-read/post-read blocker: Estock Systems custom built controller with carcase proximity
detectors
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Benefits for Producers

The system will allow producers who deliver RFID ear-tagged lambs to receive carcase information on
individual lambs. This includes carcase weight, fat depth or score and potentially any fault and disease
information. The ability to track individual animals through the abattoir will allow producers to compare different
management or treatment regimes. For example, if producers wish to progeny test meat sires with known
genetic merit(ie Australian Sheep Breeding Values - AsBV) over randomised ewes they could then evaluate
the performance of the lambs from each sire. The use of superior sires for growth and leanness has been
shown to significantly increase gross margin and decrease turn-off time.
Benefits for Processors

The implementation of this system allows a processor to more eflectively monitor the performance of lambs
consigned by individual producers. Potential opportunities include developing preferred supplier networks as
well as the supply chain working together to more effectiveIy meet end user specifications.
Wheretofrom here

The principals of the tracking system can be adapted to most small animal abattoirs. It will need to be tested in
an inverted chain abattoir and those that run at faster chain speeds (up to 10 carcases per minute).
There is also potential for RFID to extend traceability into the boning room to allow measurement and
prediction of carcase yield and the relative profitability between carcases and betiveen cuts on carcases.
Improvements will need to be made in the feedback reporting systems to utilise the additional infomiation that
the tracking system provides.
Full Report

The full MLA STC. 0005 report Linking Live Sheep Carcase data via RFID is available from MLA.
Further information

Peter T, eibrt(Sri"I
Hillside Meats, Narrogin, WA

Robshepherd
Estock Systems. Mt Hawthorn, W

Ph: 08 9881 10/6

Mobile 0427 47,097

BillO^, allo, an

Ian MeFanand

Department of Primary Industry NSW

Department of Agriculture & Food

Armidale NSW
Ph: 02 6738 8505

Narrogin, Western Australia
Ph: 08 9881 0222

PatG"nston
Annex Australia

DavidWright

Haydo"Le"nard

System Controls Limited

Eledrocom & FEIG

Capalaba. QLD

AUGkland, New Zealand

Mulgrave. Vic

Ph: 07 3245 9100

Ph: 00,164 2172 10/3

Ph:1300 130 806
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Abattoir Sheep Carcase Tracking System
Aim

The aim of the MLA SCT. 0005 project was to demonstrate a system linking live sheep carcase data via Radio
Frequency IDentification (RFID) on a traditional(non-inverted) abattoir chain.
Background

Hillside Meats owner Peter Trefort wanted to be able to monitor the performance of individual lambs supplied
to him by the producer members of the 'Q Lamb' alliance (see MLA supply chain case study #3/2005) so that
he could provide them with better feedback on carcase performance. The Q lamb alliance and Hillside Meats
have a very innovative partnership however feedback to suppliers was limited to individual carcase information

by lines of sheep only, Information could riot be related to the individual live animal,
Project Development
An automatic sheep carcase tracking system was designed to enable individual live sheep fitted with
Electronic IDentification (EID) ear tags to be tracked throughout the abattoir and linked to their individual
carcase data.

The development and demonstration of the Carcase Tracking System (CTS) was supported by the Sheep
Cooperative Research Centre (Sheep CRC), Meat & Livestock Australia (MLA) and Hillside Meats at Narrogin
in Western Australia

The system allows lambs tagged with EID eartags to be successfully assigned to a high frequency (HF) RFID
transponder embedded gainbrel which provides the traceability link from individual live animal to its carcase.
The carcase weight, fat depth and classification are captured allhe carcase weighing station and linked back
to the live EID earlag. Feedback can then be provided to the producer on an individual animal basis.
The Australian sheep industry is currenty implementing a National Livestock Identification System (NLIS) for
Sheep and Goats. The current system is based on visually readable plastic tags printed with a Property
Identification Code (PIC) and the use of movement documents. The RFID system demonstrated at Hillside has
the ability to relate the PIC(s) forthe mob of lambs or sheep to the individual gainbrel RFIDs.
There were a number of challenges faced in this project:
. Consistently reading electronic earlags at commercial speeds (200 - 600 carcaseslhr)
. Relating the animal earlag EID to the RFID inserted into the gainbrel
. Reading the gainbrel RFID at crucial traceability and infomiation collection points on the chain, for
example the retain rail where the sequential order of carcases may change.
o Reading the gainbrel RFID at the weighing scales and relating carcase weight and fat measurement
back to the original live animal

. Transferrlng the carcase information to the office computer and ultimately to the grower
. Sourcing of equipment that operates consistently in the abattoirenvironment
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Project Results
The carcase tracking system is designed to be used in
conjunction with both full duplex (FDX) and half duplex (HDX)
industry standard 134.2 kHz low frequency (LF) animal electronic

identification (EID) eartags. These are the EID eartags currently
being supplied to the sheep and cattle industries in Australia.

Gainbrel Transponders
The existing plastic abattoir gainbrels were injection moulded

with high frequency (HF) RFID transponders by System Controls
Limited (SCL), a NewZealand company based in Auckland.
The 13.56 MHz HF transponder was chosen forthe gainbrels as
it is not adversely affected by background radio frequency (RF)
noise created in the abattoir by van-speed motors, fluorescent
lights and carcase stimulation. The HF tracking system also does

riot conflict with the LF EID eartags used in the animals.
I, ' SCL injection mouldedHF transponde on gain of
Sheep EID Ear Tag reader
The sheep on the abattoir chain are approximately 900mm apart,
and can be closer if they are swinging. This causes possible
misreading of sheep EID ear tags. To overcome this, a preread/post-read EID blocker was developed in conjunction with a

white Nitrite 'contact Annex flexi-antenna and Annex panel
controller. The flexi-reader panels are placed at 45' to each other
to de-tune and reduce the read range. As a carcase pushes
between the flexi-panels they re-tune, and proximity sensors
allow the eartag EID to be read by the pre/post EID blocker. The
prefpost EID blocker then checks the EID with a list of previous
EID's recorded and only sends the ID ifitis a new one,
Assigning sheep earng EID to gainbrelRFID

The killfloor gainbrel HF RFID reader and the animal LF EID
earlag reader are located in close proximity. A carcase detector

senses the presence of a carcase and initiates the record. The
gainbrel RFID is then recorded, If there is an animal EID earlag
present, this identity number is added to the record,
..

.

.@
,..

^

2. Amex animal EID white ilexi-reader

panels located on the killfloor below
the HFRFIDgambrelreader

3. KillfloorElectrocom g inbrelHF RFID antenna and FEIG@reader. Proximity switches forthe pre!'post{ead
locker to the 11flex LF E D reader are also installed at this location.
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Abattoir Carcase Tracking System

Retained Sheep
Occasionally carcases may need to be redirected on to a retain rail.
The retain reason needs to be recorded to address and rectify areas
of inefficiency in the supply chain. As all retained carcases are
trimmed to rectify the issue, there is a direct loss of saleable product.

4. Retain Rail HF gamblelreader

By accurately identifying the reason for retain and providing detailed
feedback, it's possible to reduce this costto the supply chain,

Any carcase entering the retain railis recorded on the system by a HF
gainbrel reader at the entry to the retain rail. The system was
designed to have a touch screen at the end of the retain rail to record
the retained reason, but at this stage it has riot been installed. The

inspector would only have to tap the screen to record a comment
against a carcase. Untilthe screen is installed, the comments are
manually entered at the weigh station. Only obvious retain reasons
can be recorded using the manual method.

Weight & Grade Station
At the weigh-scales a tripper detects
the amval of a new carcase, finalising
the previous record and initiating the
new record. The HF transponder in

the gainbrelis read by an elongated
SCL HF antenna connected to a
FEIG@ HF reader.

The carcase weight, and Fat Depth

measurements and grades are
captured by the existing (SASTEK)
computer system. When the carcase

.

labelis printed, data is transferred

between the tracking system and the
host system. The animal earlag EID is
then associated to its kill data and

made available to the grower.
5. SCL HF gainbrelreader at scales

6, Measuring fat depth at GR

Summary of system components:
. Gainbrel RFID: 16mm^ Sokymatf61 13.56MHZ Logi-Tag laundry transponders
o Gainbrel-transponders in'ection ino I e into existing plastic abattoir gainbrelskids by SCL
. Gainbrel RFID Reader: FEIG@ MRIO, A 13.56MHZ HF reader controller
o Gainbrel RFID Antenna: Electiocom or SCL Harsh environment 120mm wide antenna

o Sheep EID Reader: AIMex 134.2 kHz FDX-B and HDX panelreader controller

. Sheep EID Antenna: Direct contact modified AIMex flexi-reader constructed in food grade white Nihile
rubber

. Sheep EID Pre-readpost-read blocker: Estock Systems custom built controller with carcase proximity
detectors
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Abattoir Carcase Tracking System

Benefits for Producers

The system will allow producers who deliver RFID eartagged lambs to receive carcase information on
individual lambs. This includes carcase weight, fat depth or score and potentially any fault and disease
information. The ability to track individual animals through the abattoir will allow producers to compare different
management or treatment regimes. For example, if producers wish to progeny test meat sires with known
genetic merit(ie Australian Sheep Breeding Values - AsBV) overlandomised ewes they could then evaluate
the performance of the lambs from each sire. The use of superior sires for growth and leanness has been
shown to significantiy increase gross margin and decrease turn-off time.
Benefits for Processors

The implementation of this system allows a processor to more effectiveIy monitor the performance of lambs
consigned by individual producers. Potential OPPorLinities include developing preferred supplier networks as
well as the supply chain working together to more effectiveIy meet end user specifications.
Where to from here

The principals of the tracking system can be adapted to most small animal abattoirs. It will need to be tested in
an inverted chain abattoirand those that run at faster chain speeds (up to 10 carcases per minute).
There is also potential for RFID to extend traceability into the boning room to allow measurement and
prediction of carcase yield and the relative profitability between carcases and betsNeen cuts on carcases
Improvements will need to be made in the foedback reporting systems to utilise the additional information that
the tracking system provides.
Full Report
The full MLA STC. 0005 report Linking Live Sheep Carcase data via RFID is available from MLA.
Further information

Peter rreibrt(Sinn
Hillside Meats. Narrogin. WA

Estock Systems, Mt Hawthorn, WA

Ph: 08 9881 10/6

Mobiler 0427 47,097

Robshepherd

BillO'Halloran

Ian MeFana"d

Department of Primary Industry NSW

Department of Agriculture & Food WA

Armidale NSW
Ph: 02 6738 8505

Narrogin, Western Australia
Ph: 08 9881 0222

PatGu"sto"
Annex Australia

DavidWright

Haydo" Le"nard

System Controls Limited

Eledrocom & FEIG

Capalaba, QLD

AUGkland, New Zealand

Mu!grave, Vic

Ph: 07 3245 9100

Ph: 00,164 2.72 1013

Ph: 1300 130 806
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Linking Live Sheep Data via RFID
Traditional(non-inverted) Chain
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Abattoir Sheep Carcase Tracking System
Aim

The aim of the MLA SCT. 0005 project was to demonstrate a system linking live sheep carcase data via Radio
Frequency IDentification (RFID) on a traditional(non-inverted) abattoir chain
Background

Hillside Meats owner Peter Trefort wanted to be able to monitor the performance of individual lambs supplied
to him by the producer members of the Q Lamb' alliance (see MLA supply chain case study #3/2005) so that
he could provide them with better feedback on carcase performance. The Q lamb alliance and Hillside Meats
have a very innovative partnership however feedback to supplierswas limited to individual carcase information
by lines of sheep only. Information could not be related to the individual live animal,
Project Development
An automatic sheep carcase tracking system was designed to enable individual live sheep fitted with
Electronic IDentification (EID) ear tags to be tracked throughout the abattoir and linked to their individual
carcase data.

The development and demonstration of the Carcase Tracking System (CTS) was supported by the Sheep

Cooperative Research Centre (Sheep CRC), Meal& Livestock Australia (MLA) and Hillside Meats at Narrogin
in Western Australia.

The system allows lambs tagged with EID eartags to be successfully assigned to a high frequency (HF) RFID
transponder embedded gainbrel which provides the traceability link from individual live animal to its carcase.
The carcase weight, fat depth and classification are captured at the carcase weighing station and linked back
to the live EID earlag. Feedback can then be provided to the producer on an individual animal basis.
The Australian sheep industry is currenty implementing a National Livestock Identification System (NLIS) for

Sheep and Goats, The current system is based on visually readable plastic tags printed with a Property
Identification Code (PIC) and the use of movement documents. The RFID system demonstrated at Hillside has
the ability to relate the PIC(s) forthe mob of lambs or sheep to the individual gainbrel RFIDs.
There were a number of challenges faced in this project:
. Consistently reading electronic earlags at commercial speeds (200 - 600 carcaseslhr)
. Relating the animal earlag EID to the RFID inserted into the gainbrel
. Reading the gainbrel RFID at crucial traceability and information collection points on the chain. for
example the retain rail where the sequential order of carcases may change.
. Reading the gainbrel RFID at the weighing scales and relating carcase weight and fat measurement
back to the original live animal

. Transferring the carcase information to the office computer and ultimately to the grower
. Sourcing of equipment that operates consistently in the abattoirenvironment

Meat and Livestock Australia

Level1, 165 Walker SIreel. North Sydney. NSW 2060
Postal address: Locked Bag 991 North Sydney 2059
Tel: 02 9463 9333 Fax: 02 9463 9393 Free call: 1800 023 100
Email

SHEEP

Abattoir Carcase Tracking System

Project Results
The carcase tracking system is designed to be used in
conjunction with both full duplex (FDX) and half duplex (HDX)
industry standard 134.2 kHz low frequency (LF) animal electronic
identification (EID) eartags. These are the EID eartags currently
being supplied to the sheep and cattle industries in Australia.
Gainbrel Transponders
The existing plastic abattoir gainbrels were injection moulded

with high frequency (HF) RFID transponders by System Controls
Limited (SCL), a NewZealand company based in AUGkland.
The 13.56 MHz HF transponder was chosen forthe gainbrels as
it is not adversely affected by background radio frequency (RF)
noise created in the abattoir by van-speed motors, fluorescent
lights and carcase stimulation. The HF tracking system also does

riot conflict with the LF EID earlags used in the animals.
I, ' SOL in^ctionmoulded HF transponder on gainbrel
Sheep EID EarTag reader
The sheep on the abattoir chain are approximately 900mm apart,
and can be closer if they are swinging, This causes possible
misreading of sheep EID ear tags. To overcome this, a preread/post-read EID blocker was developed in conjunction with a

white Nihile 'contact' Annex flexi-antenna and Annex panel
controller. The flexi-reader panels are placed at 45' to each other
to de-tune and reduce the read range. As a carcase pushes

between the flexi-panels they re-tune, and proximity sensors
allow the eartag EID to be read by the pre/post EID blocker. The
pre/post EID blocker then checks the EID with a list of previous

EID's recorded and only sends the ID ifitis a newone.
Assigning sheep earlag EID to gainbrelRFID

The kill floor gainbrel HF RFID reader and the animal LF EID
earlag reader are located in close proximity. A carcase detector

senses the presence of a carcase and initiates the record. The
gainbrel RFID is then recorded, If there is an animal EID earlag
present, this identity number is added to the record.

.. . ,.^;I^%%^;'*
^

2. Annex animal EID hite ilexi-reader

panels located on the killfoor below
the HFRFID gainbrelreader

3. K\ floorElectrocom gainbrelHFRFD antenna and FEIG@reader. Proximity switches forthepre/post4ead
blocker forthe All7ex CF EID reader are atso instaWedatthislocation,
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Abattoir Carcase Tracking System

Retained Sheep
Occasionally carcases may need to be redirected on to a retain rail.
The retain reason needs to be recorded to address and rectify areas
of inefficiency in the supply chain. As all retained carcases are
trimmed to rectify the issue, there is a direct loss of saleable product,
By accurately identifying the reason for retain and providing detailed
feedback, it's possible to reduce this cost to the supply chain.

4 Retain Rail HF gamblelreader

Any carcase entering the retain railis recorded on the system by a HF
gainbrel reader at the entry to the retain rail. The system was
designed to have a touch screen at the end of the retain rail to record

the retained reason, but at this stage it has riot been installed. The
inspector would only have to tap the screen to record a comment
against a carcase. Until the screen is installed, the comments are

manually entered at the weigh station. Only obvious retain reasons
can be recorded using the manual method.

Weight & Grade Station
At the weigh-scales a tripper detects

the arrival of a new carcase, finalising
the previous record and initiating the
new record. The HF transponder in
the gainbrelis read by an elongated
SCL HF antenna connected to a
FEIG@ HF reader.

The carcase weight, and Fat Depth
measurements and grades

are

captured by the existing (SASTEK)
computer system. When the carcase
labelis printed, data is transferred

between the tracking system and the
host system. The animal eartag EID is
then associated to its kill data and

made available to the grower.
5, SCL HF gainbrelreader at scales

6. Measuring fat depth at GR

Summary of system coinp@nants:
o Gainbrel RFID: 16mmOSokymat, 61.3.56MHZ Logi-Tag laundry transponders

o Gainbrel-transponders ection moulde into existing plasticabattoirgambrelskidsbySCL
o Gainbrel RFID Reader: FEIG@ MRIO, A 13.56MHZ HF reader controller
o Gainbrel RFID Antenna: Electrocom or SCL Harsh environment 120mm wide antenna

. Sheep EID Reader: Annex 134.2 kHz FDX-B and HDX panelreadercontroller
o Sheep EID Antenna: Direct contact modified Annex flexi-reader constructed in food grade white Nihile
rubber

. Sheep EID Pre-read/post-read blocker: Estock Systems custom built controller with carcase proximity
detectors
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Abattoir Carcase Tracking System

Benefits for Producers

The system will allow producers who deliver RFID ear-tagged lambs to receive carcase information on

individual lambs, This indudes carcase weight, f^t depth or score and potentially any Iault and disease
information. The ability to track individual animals through the abattoir will allow producers to compare different
management or treatment regimes. For example, if producers wish to progeny test meat sires with known
genetic merit(ie Australian Sheep Breeding Values - AsBV) overrandomised ewes they could then evaluate
the performance of the lambs from each sire. The use of superior sires for growth and leanness has been
shown to significantly increase gross margin and decrease turn-off time.
Benefits for Processors

The implementation of this system allows a processor to more effectiveIy monitor the performance of lambs
consigned by individual producers. Potential OPPorliinities indude developing preferred supplier networks as
well as the supply chain working together to more effectiveIy meet end user specifications.
Where to from here

The principals of the tracking system can be adapted to most small animal abattoirs. It will need to be tested in
an inverted chain abattoir and those that run at faster chain speeds (up to 10 carcases per minute).
There is also potential for RFID to extend traceability into the boning room to allow measurement and
prediction of carcase yield and the relative profitability between carcases and between cuts on carcases,
Improvements will need to be made in the feedback reporting systems to utilise the additional information that
the tracking system provides.
Full Report
The fullMLA STC. 0005 report Linking Live Sheep Carcase data via RF!D is available from MLA.
Further information

PeterT, e, b, t'sn, j
Hillside Meats, Narrogin. WA

Robshepherd
Estock Systems. Mt Hawthorn, W

Ph: 08 9881 10/6

Mobile: 0427 47,097

Bill O'Hallomn

Ian MeFana"d

Department of Primary Industry NSW
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Narrogin, Western Australia

Armidale NSW
Ph: 02 6738 8505
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PatGunston
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System Controls Limited
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